
 

  

 

Construct New Floating Jetty on North Side of Boat 
Ramp 

Client: Department of Planning and Infrastructure  

Value: $590,000 

 

 

 
Scope: 
The NT Government in association with the NT 
Fishermans Association recognised a real need to 
install a floating jetty next to The ramp to assist boaties 
in launching and retrieving both recreational fishing 
boats and pleasure craft.  

In addition it was desirable to include solar lighting on 
the boat ramp as many Users utilised the ramp both in 
the pre dawn and evening periods.  

At least one ramp access had to be maintained at all 
times for boaties. In addition the general public had full 
unrestricted use on weekends and public holidays.  

Advance crews removed the armour rock from the 
respective pile position, inserted a 2400 long 1200 Φ 
temporary concrete pipe sleeve. Above the seabed a 
drill ring was then positioned over the temporary sleeve 
and drilling was carried out for an approximate depth of 
9 m below the sea bed.  
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On removal of the drill rig, a smaller diameter steel tube 
liner was inserted full depth to protect against the 
possibility of wall collapse within the socket. The entire 
pile hole was protected with heavy steel plates between 
tide changes For safety reasons.  

On the next available tides, prefabricated cages were 
installed and high Strength concrete was placed under 
water using a purpose made trammie attached to a 20 
Tonne crane. During concrete placement the steel liner 
was progressively removed. Subsequent shifts installed 
a pile cap incorporating holding down bolts ready for 
steel tubular pontoon location piles.  

In summary Advance offered the client an alternative to 
the extremely invasive activity of pile driving which 
would have impacted the residents living adjacent to the 
ramp, which at the same time addressed the issue of 
weight restrictions on the old ramp.  

 Work commenced on the Dinah Beach Boat 
Ramp Pontoon on June 5th 2009 and achieved 
practical completion on November 30 2009. The 
pontoon was completed within time and budget 
constraints.  
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